At the Park

Read the story.

Timmy and Andrew like to play at the park. Timmy loves to go down the slide. Andrew enjoys the swings. He is learning how to pump his legs. Both Timmy and Andrew like to eat a picnic lunch at the park. Timmy always eats a tuna fish sandwich, but Andrew prefers a peanut butter sandwich.

Answer the questions. Circle the name of the character that each sentence describes. If the sentence describes both characters, circle “Both”.

1. At the park, he enjoys the swings.
   a) Timmy     b) Andrew     c) Both

2. He loves to go down the slide.
   a) Timmy     b) Andrew     c) Both

3. This character likes to play at the park.
   a) Timmy     b) Andrew     c) Both

4. This character likes to eat a picnic lunch at the park.
   a) Timmy     b) Andrew     c) Both

5. This character prefers a peanut butter sandwich.
   a) Timmy     b) Andrew     c) Both